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Fantastic menu: The menu has been designed by an
award winning international chef and is simple and
seasonal yet designed to be versatile and chef friendly.
Amazingly successful restaurant in a prime location.
This upmarket establishment in Nelson Bay boasts a loyal following of affluent clients and tourists,
offering elevated meals and impressive profits.

Fantastic menu: The menu has been designed by an award winning international chef and is simple
and seasonal yet designed to be versatile and chef friendly. From delectable seafood to mouthwatering
steaks, all recipes and trade secrets will handed over to the new owner and promises an unforgettable
dining experience that keeps patrons coming back for more.
Esteemed Clientele: Join the ranks of Nelson Bay's elite clientele and discerning tourists who seek out
the finest dining experiences. The restaurant has earned a reputation for excellence, attracting those
who appreciate gourmet cuisine, impeccable service, and a sophisticated ambiance.
Lucrative Returns: With robust profits and reasonable rent, this restaurant presents a lucrative business
opportunity. Benefit from the steady stream of loyal; clients who return again and again, ensuring
consistent revenue and growth potential.
Prime Location & Accessibility: Situated in a fantastic location with ample parking, the restaurant is
easily accessible to both locals and visitors alike and provides a natural competitive advantage over
many others in the area.

Act Now: Don't miss your chance to own a thriving restaurant in one of Australia's most desirable
locations. Seize this rare opportunity to take over a successful business with a loyal following and
endless potential for growth.
Invest in success. Acquire your slice of Nelson Bay's culinary paradise today!
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